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Abstract
Breast Cancer is the most common Cancer among women. 
Currently there are no methods to prevent breast cancer that is 
the reason why early detection represents a very important factor 
in cancer treatment. Mammography is currently the best available 
radiological technique for early detection of breast cancer. Mass 
detection using Computer Aided Design and Detection systems 
serve as a second decision tool to radiologists for discovering 
masses in the mammograms. 
This work presents a methodology for segmentation of masses 
in Mammogram Images. The proposed algorithm uses Median 
filtering, Optimal Global thresholding using Otsu’s method 
and morphological processing in order to: (1) enhance quality 
of mammography image, (2) Segmentation of masses based 
on threshold resulting Region of Interest (ROI)(3) extracting   
segmented masses from image.
The proposed techniques are implemented and tested under 
MATLAB environment.  
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I. Introduction
Breast Cancer is the most common Cancer among women. 
According to the American National Cancer Institute [1], it is 
estimated that every three minutes, a woman is diagnosed with 
breast cancer, and every 13 minutes, a woman dies from this 
disease. In India also breast cancer is rapidly becoming the number 
one cancer in females pushing the cervical cancer to the second 
place.  
Currently there are no methods to prevent breast cancer that is the 
reason why early detection represents a very important factor in 
cancer treatment.  Mammography is currently the best available 
radiological technique for early detection of breast cancer [2].
In mammography the breast image is captured using a special 
electronic x-ray detector which converts the image into a digital 
mammogram. Each breast is imaged separately in craniocaudal 
(CC) view and mediolateral-oblique (MLO) view [3-4].
Breast lesions have a wide range of features that can indicate 
malignant changes, but can also be part of benign changes which 
makes the detection and diagnose of breast cancer more difficult 
to Radiologist’s. The Radiologist misinterpret about the lesion can 
lead to a greater number of false positive cases. Thus, it is important 
to develop a system that could aid in the decision between follow-
up and biopsy. Computer-aided detection and diagnostic systems 
can improve the results of mammography screening programs and 
decrease number of false positive cases [5-6].
 Before the classification step mammogram need to be preprocessed. 
Preprocessing step include removal of noise, labels and non-mass 
regions attached to image border. 
The Remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section II 
describe review of literature followed by the proposed research 
methodology in Section III. Section IV discusses the results 

obtained through proposed technique and conclusion in Section 
V.

II. Review of Literature
Various kinds of techniques have been proposed for the 
segmentation of masses in Digital Mammography:
Jinshan et al [7] proposed a direct image-enhancement algorithm 
for screening mammograms. The algorithm is based on a multi-
scale contrast measure defined in the wavelet domain.  
 Martins et al. [8] presented a methodology for masses detection 
on digitized mammograms using the K-means algorithm for image 
segmentation and co-occurrence matrix to describe the texture of 
segmented structures.
 Zwiggelaar et al. [9] presented a methodology for detection 
of spiculated lesions in mammograms using recursive median 
filtering. The mass detection approach results in sensitivity 80% 
at 0.23 false positives per image.
 Kegelmeyer et al [10] detected spiculated masses using local 
edge orientation and Laws texture features, but this method is not 
applicable for the detection of nonspiculated masses.
Comer et al.[11] and Li et al. [12] used Markov random fields 
to classify the different regions in a mammogram based on 
texture.
Dubey R.B. et al.[13] used level set and marker controlled 
watershed methods for the segmentation of   tumor .
Khuzi, A. Mohd, et al. [14] demonstrated three different methods 
Otsu’s, thresholding and K-mean clustering for the segmentation 
of masses.  According to them Otsu’s method is able to segment 
the ROI with a TP rate of 90%.

III. Proposed Methodology 
The Methodology proposed in this work is intends to segment 
masses in digital mammograms for the detection of ROI. The 
Methodology is based on following steps:

Image Database formation• 
Preprocessing• 
Image Segmentation• 

A. Image Database Formation
The Proposed method is implemented in MATLAB. Digital 
Mammography images are acquired from Digital Database for 
Screening Mammography (DDSM) that is a publicly available 
database of digitized screen-film mammograms [15-16]. The 
DDSM contains 2620 cases.  
The images belong to three categories: normal, begin and malign. In 
addition the abnormal cases are further divided into six categories: 
microcalcifications, circumscribed masses, speculated masses, 
ill-defined masses, architectural distortion and symmetry.

B. Preprocessing
The main goal of preprocessing is to enhance the quality of 
the mammogram images by reducing the noise. Since most of 
the mammography images have low intensity contrast, image 
enhancement process such as median filtering is often applied 
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to mammogram images before performing segmentation. The 
Mammography image preprocessing consists of following 
steps:

1. Median Filtering:
Median filter is a well known order statistic filter. It replaces 
the value of a pixel by the median of the gray levels in the 
neighborhood of the pixel. Median filter remove both Unipolar 
and Bipolar impulse noise with considerably less blurring. In 
this proposed method median filter with 3x3 neighborhoods is 
applied on mammogram images. Fig. 1 (a-b) shows images before 
and after median filtering and figure 1(c-d) shows histograms of 
those images.

              
                    (a)                          (b)

   
                (c)                             (d)
Fig. 1: Comparison Between Test Image and Histograms Before 
and After Filtering (a) Original Mammography Image, (b) Image 
After Median Filtering, (c) Histogram of Original Image Before 
Filtering, (d) Histogram of Image After Median Filtering

2. Image Cropping and Border Removal:
In this stage labels and non-mass region attached to the border 
of images are removed. Imcrop and Imclearborder function of 
MATLAB are used to accomplish this task. White neighborhoods 
that are connected to the image borders are removed. This function 
is applied to those images in which artifacts labels or non-mass 
regions are attached to the border. Fig. 2 shows the image after 
cropping and border removal.

C. Image Segmentation
After preprocessing phase, segmentation is performed for 
extracting the Region of Interest (ROI) from the background. 
The proposed method consists of following Techniques:

   
                   (a)                             (b)
Fig. 2: Cropping and Border Removal, (a) Image After Cropping 
and Border Removal, (b) Histogram of (a).

1. Optimal Global Thresholding using Otsu’s Method:
Otsu’s Segmentation method is an optimal global thresholding 
method proposed by Otsu [17]. It is a non-parametric and 
unsupervised method of threshold selection for segmentation of 
images. It utilizes only the zerooth and first order cumulative 
moments of the gray level histogram. In this method optimal 
threshold is selected automatically and stably based on the global 
property of the histogram. 
Let the pixels of a given image be represented in L gray levels 
[0, 1, 2, …., L-1]. The number of pixels at level i is denoted by 
ni and the total number of pixels by N = no+n1 + n2 + ….+ nL-1  
Suppose that a threshold k is chosen such that C1 is the set of pixels 
with levels [0,1,2,…..,k] and C2 is the set of pixels with levels 
[k+1,…..,L-1].  The Otsu method select the optimum threshold 
value k that maximize the between class variance   , defined as 

The Probability P1(k), that a pixel is assigned to class C1 is given 
by :

Similarly, the probability of pixels assigned to class C2 is defined 
as:

The Global mean mG, is defined as:

The mean intensity for class C1 is given by 

The between class variance is given by 

The optimal threshold value k is selected from largest value of 
σB

2(k). The ratio of the between class variance to the total image 
intensity variance,
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is a measure of separability of image intensities into two classes 
(foreground and background) which can be shown to be in 
range
0≤η(k*) ≤ 1
Where k* is the optimal threshold. 

2. Improved Global Thresholding with Image 
Smoothing:
The Segmentation method may fail to separate objects from 
background, when the image is noisy. This problem can be 
overcome by performing image enhancement prior to thresholding. 
A 5x5 Averaging filter is used for image smoothing. 

3. Improved Global Thresholding with Image edges:
Segmentation method will be improved considerably if the 
histogram peaks are tall, narrow, symmetric and separated by 
deep valleys. One way to improve shape of histogram is to consider 
only those pixels that lie on or near the edges between object and 
background. Following Algorithm is used to perform thresholding 
with edge detection –

Obtain the edge information from input  image f(x, y)  using • 
absolute value of Laplacian
Specify a threshold value• 
Threshold the image using threshold obtains in step (b) • 
to produce a binary image. This image acts as a marker 
image.
Compute a histogram using only the pixels in f(x, y) that • 
corresponds the pixels in binary image
Use histogram in step (d) to segment input image using Otsu • 
method

4. ROI Detection:
The ROI (Region of Interest) Detection consists of following 
steps:

Apply thresholding methods discuss in section-C on images • 
obtain after median filtering and border removal.
Perform Morphological Operation to remove isolated pixels. • 
bwmorph function in MATLAB with parameter ‘Clear’ is 
used to accomplish this task.
Next, measure the properties of Image regions using • 
regionprops function in MATLAB.
Crop the segmented ROI• 
Extract Detected mass region from original image and perform • 
image enhancement using median filtering.

The result of the Segmented ROI is shown in fig. 3.

      
                   (a)                                              (b)           

     
                   (c)                                            (d)
Fig. 3: Segmented ROI (a) Global Thresholding Using Otsu 
Method, (b) Improved Global Thresholding With Image Smoothing, 
(c) Improved Global Thresholding With Edge Information, (d) 
Extracted ROI Form Original Image

IV. Experimental Results
The proposed algorithm was applied to 50 mammography images 
obtain from DDSM.  The result of the segmented masses for three 
mammogram images is shown in fig. 4. In this proposed method we 
observed that preprocessing step greatly affect the segmentation 
process.  Also segmentation with different techniques produces 
different results, as indicated in fig. 4. 

         

        

            

                   

                   

                   
Fig. 4: Result of Segmented masses. The Row (1) shows original 
images, row (2) shows images after median filtering, cropping and 
border removal, (3) shows result of Otsu method, (4) shows result 
of Otsu method with image smoothing, row (4) shows result of 
Otsu method with Laplacian edge information, (5) shows mass 
extraction from original image.
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V. Conclusion
 This paper represents techniques for Mass Segmentation. Mass 
segmentation is achieved through optimal global thresholding 
using Otsu’s method. The use of median filtering, image cropping 
and border removal as a preprocessing step is very useful for 
enhancing the image quality and removal of labels and non-mass 
regions attached to image border. The proposed techniques are 
implemented and tested under MATLAB environment on 50 
mammography images (normal and cancer) to obtain ROI.
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